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Comes To Brazil

Highlighting
Social Good
São Paulo, March 24th – Horyou, the Social Network for
Social Good, is visiting Brazil from March 14th until April 14th
whereits web TV team will be filming and documenting the
work of three local organizations. Brazilian Personalities
that are making a difference in their communities will

March 14th - April 14th
Horyou is visiting Brazil for a full
month of discovery, documentaries
and inspirational exchanges with
local Organizations, Members and
Personalities that are positively
impacting their communities.

also be interviewed. Two Horyou Members, designated to
participate in the first Live & Dream Brazil event, will be part
of a unique journey, led by famous sound hunter and
international explorer Christian Holl.

HORYOU PRESENCE IN BRAZIL
Since the launch of its Beta version in December
2013, Horyou has expanded its presence in
Brazil by registering more than 70 organizations.
Some of the best known Brazilian Personalities
promoting social good, including: Comedian
Murilo Gun who participated at SIGEF 2014
(the Social Innovation and Global Ethics
Forum), and Visual Artist, Bia Doria, both of
whom are registered and currently active
on the platform.

Founder and CEO Yonathan Parienti comments
“ We are very happy to be in Brazil to bring
inspiring contributions to the forefront through
people that are truly committed to supporting
positive actions and social development
everyday. We support local initiatives that are
leading innovative actions, and giving them
more visibility on a global scale.”

HORYOU DOCUMENTARIES
Horyou’s social web TV, one of the main
features of the platform, will be filming
and documenting the work of the
following three Organizations:

Agencia Ambiental Pick-Upau
Environment conservation through
reforestation and scientific research.

Solar Meninos de Luz

Casa Geraçao Vidigal project

A civil and philanthropic organization
promoting education, culture, sports and
basic health care in the underprivileged
community in Rio de Janeiro’s South Zone

Launched by Organization Moda Fusion,
offers free workshops to develop the
creativity of young people through fashion.

LIVE & DREAM
BRAZIL
The first Live & Dream event, also
organized by Horyou, will take place in
Brazil’s emblematic city, Rio de Janeiro
and the State of Acre. Two Members
from the Horyou community will
discover the diversity of cultures and
wildlife with the explorer Christian Holl.
They will meet with Horyou Personality,
Maldete Pianco Benki, holder of the
National Human Rights Award for the
defense of territory and sovereignty.

UPCOMING EVENTS
After this visit, Horyou will launch Horyou
Village at Cannes during the international
Film Festival, from May 13th to 24th. The
Horyou Village will bring to the forefront
the values of social good through art,
culture, and diversity. It will feature an
interview stage and a Media lounge dedicated to its partners and distinguished
guests, as well as a screening room to

present Horyou TV and other social
oriented productions. An exhibition area
will be a space dedicated to Organizations
for an opportunity to present their causes
to international media and the public.

For more information
about Horyou in Brazil:
cintia.pino@horyou.com /
claudio.rahal@horyou.com

For general inquiries:

press@horyou.com

For more information about
Horyou Live & Dream event:
liveanddream@horyou.com

ABOUT HORYOU
Horyou is the Social Network for Social Good. Its Members, Organizations and Personalities promote a humanistic approach to technology to encourage positive actions,
provide quality content and promote meaningful interactions. At Horyou, social
networking facilitates the process of transforming ideas into concrete actions, while
contributing to constructive relationships between the online and offline worlds:
Dream, Inspire, and Act.

For more information about the
Horyou Village or partnership
opportunities visit:
www.horyouvillage.com /
contact@horyouvillage.com

